Clearing
The Compliance
Roadblocks Ahead
By Lisa M. Weaver

Today, a heavily burdened regulatory environment has emerged,
with more changes on the horizon that will impact lenders’
profitability, but there is a clear path to ensure success.

In

today’s dynamically shifting
regulatory environment, ensuring loan compliance is essential. While the direction of the housing market remains unsettled in 2013,
one thing is certain: compliance will be
at the forefront of mortgage technology,
origination and servicing initiatives for
all lenders, and will have a palpable
impact on small and mid-tier non-banks,
community banks and credit unions, all
maneuvering to adhere to the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)
and Dodd-Frank requirements.
Born out of necessity and as a result of
the housing crisis, mortgage processes,
products and technology are in a state of
transformation. Today, the typical loan
cost has increased, making the relevance
of technology exponentially important.
With the emergence of cloud technology
and Web-based applications, the ability
to improve efficiency and precision can
be key factors to reduce costs.

Furthermore, according to 2013
“Bankers As Buyers,” a report by William Mills Agency, the prevalence of
various Federal and State regulations
will mean that compliance-related
spending will—by necessity—be a priority for many financial institutions.
It is clear that lenders will face
complex issues in managing efficient
compliance management within their
organizations, but hiring more staff is
not always the answer.

A Quick Drive Down
Memory Lane
To better understand the current
and future regulatory landscape, one
must look at recent history.
Five years ago in 2008, the Federal
Reserve Board proposed rules to prohibit unfair and deceptive practices.
In 2010, the Truth in Lending Act and
Real Estate Settlement Procedures

But the fact remains: ensuring
complete accuracy, despite the everchanging regulatory landscape, is a
critical priority.
To maintain regulatory compliance,
small and mid-sized lenders should
strongly consider partnering with an
experienced team, whose core competency is staying informed of regulatory changes. In addition, automation

Today, the typical loan cost has
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Act were amended to codify the 2008
changes and incorporate additional
requirements.
Adding to the complexity of the
current regulatory environment is the
overlap of different regulations via
Federal, state, CFPB, etc., which are
often difficult to interpret. As a result,
preparation for regulatory exams and
audits is increasingly daunting.
Today, a heavily burdened regulatory environment has emerged, with
more changes on the horizon that
will impact lenders’ profitability. The
cost to originate loans has increased
due to regulatory pressures, licensing
requirements and the return to fully
documented loans. This trend is expected to continue as the regulatory
infrastructure solidifies over the next
several years.
Solving the Compliance
Challenge with
Dedicated Experts
So how do mortgage lenders not
only maintain compliance today, but
efficiently and effectively stay abreast
of potential changes tomorrow may
bring – and be profitable?
For many small and mid-sized
lenders, managing an efficient compliance management practice internally is simply not practical. Doing
so requires a significant investment
in resources and expertise, including
management, sourcing resources and
training.

at every point in the process is key.
Lenders should invest in an automated
loan origination system that offers
complete functionality from point of
sale to closing and delivery of loans to
the secondary market.
To achieve this, institutions should
look for mortgage loan software built
with the latest web application technology to enable lenders to process
mortgages anywhere and anytime.
Such technology should enable business-level controls for all processing
decisions and effectively accommodate full compliance with regulatory
requirements.
When selecting a partner, institutions should look for a provider
dedicated to delivering regulatory
consulting to guide them through risk
evaluations and comprehensive loan
data analyses. An ideal partner should
have a thoughtfully designed and
customized compliance/risk advisory
service, utilizing contracted subject
matter experts dedicated to all things
compliance.
Saving Costs Through
Automation and
Outsourcing
Compliance costs will undoubtedly continue to grow due to regulatory pressures. In addition, the cost
of complying with other federal laws
will also likely continue to rise as regulators increasingly scrutinize institutions’ lending practices in an attempt

to avoid issues that led to widespread
institution failures.
According to Jeanne Capachin, a
senior consultant at Graber Associates, in the most recent “Bankers as
Buyers” report, “Engineering regulatory compliance and transparency
into corporate, trade and transaction,
customer servicing, and reporting
will be top priorities for North American banks and investment services
firms.” Capachin further advised that
institutions will need to leverage
compliance-aware data management
strategies that incorporate the needs of
risk, finance and legal/regulatory operating units at both line-of-business
and oversight levels to try to manage
compliance costs.
Capachin is dead on. By investing
in automated technology and leveraging a dedicated, outsourced team of
compliance-aware subject matter experts, small and mid-sized lenders can
not only better maintain regulatory
compliance today and in the future,
but also benefit from significant cost
savings.
Take, for instance, the cost to originate a typical loan, which increased
slightly in 2012 to $5,163 (previously
stated). This amount includes the total
loan production expenses – commissions, compensation, occupancy and
equipment, and other production expenses and corporate allocations.
By automating the process, lending institutions are able to shave off
approximately $200-$300 per loan,
according to our findings. That is a
potential annual industry cost savings
of nearly $905 million, based on the
number of 2012 home sales cited by
the United States Census Bureau.
Streamlining Processes
to Improve Profitability
In addition to cost savings and
improved quality, automating compliance and originations streamlines the
process to enable smaller lenders to
support increased loan volumes. By
ultimately outsourcing the operations
side of the business to a team of experts, lenders can better focus on the
core of their business – getting loans
through the door.

A case in point: Henderson, Ky.-based
The Bank Mortgage Network (TBMN),
a division of $130 million-asset Bank
Trust Financial Corp., formerly The
Bank of Henderson, Inc., originates
loans for a network of ten community
banks throughout Kentucky. In the years
following the mortgage crisis, TBMN—
like many institutions—found it challenging to grow its business. To ensure
it met regulatory guidelines, the lender
was forced to dedicate internal resources
to compliance tasks, which meant fewer
resources available to originate loans.
Tom Hughes, president of TBMN,
explained in a recent interview that to
employ all the people needed to perform
compliance checks, it would take about
six people to produce a single loan. That
translates to six salaries, plus benefits
and vacations, he added.
To improve operations, reduce costs
and free up resources to focus on its core
business, TBMN partnered with ISGN
to implement an outsourced workflow
by leveraging technology and a dedicated, outsourced team of experts. Mort-

gage applications are now processed
and loans are underwritten and closed
like cars on an assembly line, Hughes
explained in the interview.
Now, a diverse team of mortgage processing experts work around the clock
to check applications each night, significantly speeding the process and reducing costs. With outsourcing, the lender
is paying by the loan—a significant
improvement, according to Hughes.
TBMN is now closing loans within
15 days, and because the lender can better focus on bringing in applications, it
has rapidly grown since its initial implementation in 2012. TBMN expects to

continue to grow throughout 2013.
Remaining Focused on
Core Competencies
Key to Success
Many lenders simply cannot afford the increased headcount but are
burdened with increasing regulatory
requirements. In response, these institutions must think strategically about
their operations. Institutions must determine what their core competencies
are and outsource their other business
components. In doing so, lenders and
servicers will be better equipped for
success. ❖
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